ADULTS ONLY CLUB AT
LOPESAN COSTA
BÁVARO - ALL INCLUSIVE
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic

Descriere ADULTS ONLY CLUB AT LOPESAN COSTA BÁVARO - ALL INCLUSIVE 5*,
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic
Lopesan Costa Bavaro Resort Spa Casino is a hotel located at Playa Bavaro, in the Dominican Republic. The beach with
its white sand and turquoise water, the islands tropical climate which is warm all year round, and the abundance of
lush greenery all come together to create a truly unique spot and a real treat for the senses. The Adults Only guest will
enjoy exclusive areas and services as exclusive rooms, pools and restaurants at the Resort. Spread over more than
100,000 m2 and boasting 5 stars, the hotel has many green areas and 6 freshwater swimming pools. One of these is
the popular infinity pool, which has two levels - one at the height of the hotel and the other connected to the beach
itself, thus linking the beach and hotel. There is also a pool for kids. The Resort stands out thanks to its impressive allinclusive range of culinary options, which cater for all tastes. In addition to 2 buffets which offer international, national
and regional cuisine, guests can also take their pick from Mexican, Mediterranean or Asian food, or head to the Steak
House, a typical Italian trattoria or an American Grill. Also not to be forgotten are the hotels 2 beach clubs, the lobby
bar and its 4 pool bars. Fun and entertainment are guaranteed at this spectacular Caribbean resort thanks to its
outstanding range of sports activities, such as scuba diving, windsurf, sailing and water skiing. The entertainment team
organizes various group competitions, games and activities, meaning guests have the chance to meet new people and
really have the holiday of a lifetime. The Boulevard is the areas best place for shopping and entertainment: An
impressive casino, wellness center, discotheque, bowling alleys, kids and teens facilities, shops of the most exclusive
brands and numerous restaurants are only few of the leisure options offered by this hotel. IFA
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